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Artsyl Announces Multi-Year Partnership with ReQlogic
Artsyl’s docAlpha Smart Process Platform delivers intelligent document capture for Dynamics
AX/GP/NAV/SL, SharePoint and ReQlogic e-procurement customers to automate manual
document processing and data entry
ONTARIO, CANADA (July 26, 2016) — Artsyl Technologies, Inc.™, a leading global provider of smart process
technology for data capture and document workflow processing and ReQlogic, the industry’s leading solution for
eProcurement, requisitions, invoices, expenses and time tracking, have agreed to a strategic partnership. Under
the terms of the new multi-year partnership agreement, Artsyl Technologies’ advanced capture solutions will be
available to ReQlogic’s 60,000 users worldwide.
“Artsyl’s docAlpha advanced capture technologies will help ReQlogic customers to transform their business
operations by automating the most labor-intensive, error-prone tasks in common transactional business
processes, empowering employees to focus on more strategic objectives”, said Lori Symons, Director, ReQlogic.
“The way in which Artsyl Technologies’ docAlpha smart process platform intelligently recognizes text within
disparate documents and transforms it into actionable data is going to be a game-changer for highly repetitive,
document-burdened processes, including e-procurement.”
“Our partnership with ReQlogic shows our commitment to working with the leading partners in the MS Dynamics
space,” said Jeff Moore, Chief Sales Officer of Artsyl Technologies. “We have worked very hard at positioning
Artsyl in the Dynamics market and partnering with a solution like ReQlogic, who offers direct, real-time integration
with all Dynamics ERP solutions, validates that effort. Unlike other eProcurement solutions available for Microsoft
Dynamics, ReQlogic offers the flexibility needed to allow you to work the way you need to work.”
“Our docAlpha smart process platform represents a turning point in delivering cost-effective smart process
technology that truly delivers on the promise of end-to-end process automation,” added Moore. “ReQlogic
customers that have invested in new systems to streamline their businesses and focus on execution will realize a
greater return on their investment when they leverage docAlpha to eliminate the manual steps involved in
processing the data and documents that ultimately reside in those business systems.”
The Artsyl docAlpha platform integrates with Microsoft Dynamics AX, GP, NAV, SL, SharePoint, as well as with
ReQlogic’s e-procurement solution.
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Artsyl Technologies’ capture solutions are powerful and yet easy to install, configure and support. The
combination of ease of use and value designed into Artsyl’s solutions makes them attractive to larger
organizations and more affordable to smaller ones seeking to introduce a higher level of automation into their
business processes. Artsyl’s commitment to the .NET development architecture makes the integration between
Artsyl, Microsoft Dynamics and ReQlogic seamless.

About Artsyl Technologies, Inc.
Artsyl Technologies, Inc. is the innovative company behind the docAlpha Intelligent Document Recognition (IDR)
platform. For over 15 years Artsyl has been designing, building and innovating technology used by companies
globally to reduce their document processing burdens. Whether it’s Procure-to-Pay (P2P) or Order-to-Cash (O2C)
if you have Invoices, Remittances, Sales Orders or any other process intensive documents docAlpha can ease
the cost and effort to process them. Likewise Artsyl works with various Vertical business processes in
Manufacturing, Retail, Logistics, Financial Services and Healthcare to make document processing painless.
docAlpha can be used in any business process to automate document classification, data extraction, data
validation and routing of mission critical information to its proper line-of-business application. docAlpha is a stateof-the-art IDR/IDC platform designed using Microsoft .NET and a Services Oriented Architecture (SOA) which
allows it to scale up for Enterprise level On-Premise deployment or be used as a CLOUD based SaaS solution.
docAlpha is sold through distributors and VARs globally. Visit http://www.artsyltech.com for more information.

About ReQlogic
ReQlogic, for Microsoft Dynamics delivers powerful browser-based functionality to drive eProcurement,
requisitions, invoices, expense reports, and time tracking throughout your business, powering efficiency and
controlling costs. With over 60,000 users worldwide, ReQlogic has the functionality, the in-market experience and
the support services you need to add value to your Microsoft Dynamics environment. With a tight integration into
Microsoft, ReQlogic is the right choice for many businesses. Customers choose ReQlogic not only for its robust
functionality, but because of its ease of use. Visit http://www.reqlogic.com for more information.
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